
 Good morning

 First of all I thank you all for this oppotunity to expose and speak about this very
important theme

 The presentation will consist only photographs

 Our CFO Mrs Viviane Saraiva will support me

 We work in a Brazilian construction company, Construtora Queiroz Galvâo, which is
part of one of the largest brazilian conglomerates, present in several segment. Our
Construction company has a large experience in bridges, highway, subway, etc



BUILDING A NEW BRAZIL



 The Light Rail Vehicle is an urban train powered by electricity. It features zero gas
emission and is considered a model of efficiency and accessibility around the world.
It’s a safe, fast and totally integrated transport to the urban environment.

 Construtora Queiroz Galvão pioneered and built Brazil’s first LRV, in Baixada
Santista, South Coast of the State of São Paulo. There are 11.5 km of extension, 15
interconnected stations with bike path, paracycles and bicycle stands , generating
even more benefits for the population.

 The LRV circulates at the street level, preserving historical heritage and contributing
to the urban revitalization of the roads through which it passes.
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LRV BAIXADA SANTISTA



 Prior to the integration of the Baixada Santista LRV, studies were conducted in
order to reduce impacts during the construction phase while increasing
environmental benefits.

 LRV technology consumes 75% less energy compared to an electric bus.

 This LRV operation serves about 80 thousand users per day, but benefits almost two
million residents of the municipalities of Baixada Santista.

 Each vehicle has the capacity to carry 400 people.
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 Another Project Worth mencining is the Monorail Line 15, called Silver line. It will be the first
monorail in Brazil and one of which features the world's largest transport capacity - 48
thousand passengers per hour per direction.

 Each vehicle has the capacity to carry one thousand people.

 The project, with approximately 24 km and 54 trains, will transform São Paulo into the first
city in Latin America to have the monorail as a high capacity public transportation system.
This will be possible thanks to the automatic traffic control system, which allows circulation
interval between trains of up to 75 seconds .

 With the completion of the works, the São Paulo residents will reduce to only 50 minutes the
time spent on the route between the neighborhoods of Vila Prudente and Cidade Tiradentes,
which today takes more than two hours. It will benefit about 500 thousand passengers per
day.
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 In comparison to other means of transport, the monorail provides less
environmental impact. By running on tires rather than sliding over beams, not rails,
allows for low noise levels. And because it’s electric, it also contributes not to raise
air pollution.

 CQG had the concern of planting compensatory trees for those that had to be
suppressed at the construction site. Adjacent streets and squares have received
more than a thousand trees so far. Five thousand trees will be planted by the end of
the works.

 There is also a landscape study to harmonize the center of the roadway with
implantation of bicycle paths, gardens and trees, beautifying a previously
deteriorated area.
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 The construction of the project is carried out with precast concrete, which
expedites the work and does not interfere with the day-to-day life of the city.

 Construtora Queiroz Galvão is the first Brazilian company to offer this type of
transportation in Latin America.

 The Monorail Line 15 Silver was awarded by the International Union of Public
Transport in the intermodality category during the 60th World Congress on Mobility
and Public Transport in Switzerland.
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